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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach for algorith-
mic singularity avoidance for reactionless visual servoing of a
satellite mounted space robot. Task priority approach is used to
perform visual servoing while reactionless manipulation of the
space robot. Algorithmic singularity is prominent in such cases
of prioritizing two tasks. The algorithmic singularity is different
from the kinematic and dynamic singularities as the former is
an artefact of the tasks at hand, and difficult to predict. In this
paper, we present a geometric interpretation of its occurrence,
and propose a method to avoid it. The method involves path
planning in image space, and generates a sequence of images that
guides the robot towards goal avoiding algorithmic singularity.
The method is illustrated through numerical studies on a 6-DOF
planar dual-arm robot mounted on a service satellite.

I. INTRODUCTION

On Orbit Services (OSS) [1], such as orbital detritus man-
agement, refurbishment and refuelling of orbiting satellites,
construction in space, etc., are going to be an important part
of the future’s space missions. These OOS will be carried
out autonomously with the help of robots to boosts reliability,
safety and ease of execution of operations.

The above mentioned OOS would involve closing over
manoeuvre of the robot. It is highly desired that the closing
over manoeuvre is carried out autonomously due to commu-
nication time delay between the service satellite and ground
station [2]. Therefore, the use of control technique which
uses the on-board vision for successfully completing OOS is
inevitable. Vision-based control is one such technique very
popular for control of the earth-based robots, and have made
many recent progresses [3], [4], [5]. Situation in outer space is
further worsen due to satellite drift, variable light conditions,
absence of marker, and limited computing power. These make
visual servoing problem very challenging [6]. In this work,
we attempt to solve problem of algorithmic singularity while
doing visual servoing of a dual-arm space robot (Fig. 1) in a
reactionlees manner.

Visual servoing was shown for autonomous satellite capture
in [2] and later under limited availability of computing power
and severe lighting conditions [6]. Robotic capture of a helium
airship using visual servoing was demonstrated in [7] using an
earth-based experimental set up. It is worth noting that the
above works emphasized on capture without considering the
reactions transferred on the base satellite due to robot’s motion.
This would be important in future’s space mission as servicing
satellites are meant to be lighter in weight and comparable in
mass with that of the robot. Hence, robot motion would disturb
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Fig. 1: Schematic of an n-DOF dual-arm space robot. mi and
Ii are mass and inertia tensor of the ith link, and CCOM is
system’s Center-of-Mass.

the attitude of the satellite base if it is not controlled. Use of
attitude controller will consume fuel which is reserved mainly
for orbital manoeuvres.

On the other hand, robot’s operation in the free-floating
mode using the Generalized Jacobian Matrix (GJM) [8] was
proven to be robust [9] and helps in reducing fuel consumption,
however, at the cost of change in the orientation of the base
satellite. This may destabilise the satellite, and require its re-
orientation. Several researchers [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] have
also focused on reactionless manipulation of robotic arm. This
not only helps in keeping attitude disturbances minimum but
also results into fuel saving. These works, however, stressed
on reactionless path planning without emphasizing on vision-
based control.

Recently, a novel reactionless visual servoing was pre-
sented in [14]. In [14], a task function approach was used,
where visual servoing was designed as the primary task
whereas reactonless manipulation was designed as the sec-
ondary task. However, the task function approach suffers from
the potential problem like encountering the algorithmic sin-
gularity. At the occurrence of algorithmic singularity, the joint
rates increase significant leading to ill-conditioned system. The
methods shown in [15], [16], [17] helped in taking care of the
algorithmic singularity, however, at the cost of compromise
on the secondary task. However, in the present work the
secondary task of reactionless manipulation is required to be
ensured throughout. The proposed work builds on [14] and the
limitations of the work done [15].

In this paper, we present a switching-based path planning
framework for algorithmic singularity avoidance for reaction-978-1-4673-7509-2/15/$31.00 2015 IEEE
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Fig. 3: Geometric demonstration in presence of algorithmic singularity (a-d); (a) shows configuration of the robot at the occurrence
of the algorithmic singularity; (b) plots the plane representing least square solution (LNS) space of Je (in red), its nullspace
using a line (in light blue), a vector (in black line) showing LNS of ve, and a line (in dark blue) representing generalized solution
obtained by shifting nullspace to the LNS of ve; (c) shows a line (in red) representing LNS space of (Jc), a plane (in light blue)
representing its nullspace, a vector (in black line) showing LNS of vc = θ̇2, and a plane (in dark blue) presenting generalised
solution; (d) shows generalized solution of ve and θ̇2, and intersection of the generalized solution, by a vector (black line).

Fig. 2: A 3-link planar arm

less visual servoing of a space robot. The framework performs
path planning in the image space and provides sequence of
images as an output which guides the robot towards the goal
while avoiding algorithmic singularity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Description
of algorithmic singularity and its geometric interpretations
are provided in Section II, whereas the proposed framework
of reactionless visual servoing with algorithmic singularity
avoidance is discussed in Section III, Section IV presents
results and discussion. Finally, conclusions are given in Section
V.

II. ALGORITHMIC SINGULARITY AND ITS GEOMETRIC
INTERPRETATION

Algorithmic singularity [17] is a common problem for
a redundant system executing multiple tasks. It arises when
there is a conflict between two or more tasks. Therefore,
at the occurrence of algorithmic singularity, it is difficult
to satisfy all the task constraints. Given the prominence of
algorithmic singularity [15], this section presents its geometric
interpretation, which was lacking in the previous literature, for
the sack of better understanding of the problem at hand.

For this, let us consider a planar 3-link robot connected by
3 revolute joints, as shown in Fig. 2. The lengths of the links
1, 2 and 3 are taken as 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively.

Here, three independent joint velocities can be chosen as
control variables. Initial configuration of the robot is shown
in Fig. 3a. Next, primary and secondary tasks are identified
as control of end-effector’s linear velocity and control of the
second joint velocity, respectively. The resulting equations
representing primary and secondary tasks are given below

Jeθ̇ = ve (1)

Jcθ̇ = θ̇2 (2)

where Je ∈ R2×3 the robot Jacobian, ve ∈ R2 is end-
effector’s velocity, Jc ∈ R1×3 = [0 1 0], and θ̇2 ∈ R1 is
velocity of the second joint. θ̇2 was chosen as a constant
−0.8rad/sec. The solution of (1) and (2) is obtained using
task priority framework [15] as

θ̇ = J+
e ve + (Jc(In − J+

e Je))
+(θ̇2 − JcJ

+
e ve) (3)

It is worth noting that the use of (3) can lead to algorithmic
singularity when both the tasks are conflicting. This is illus-
trated next.

Figs. 3b-3d present geometric representation of primary
task, secondary task and their common solution at the situation
of algorithmic singularity. For primary task, the least norm
solution of (1), i.e., θ̇ = J+

e ve, maps ve onto a 2D plane
(in red) in R3 and referred to as the Least Norm Solution
(LNS) space. Null space of Je is 1D line, perpendicular to
LNS space, as depicted on Fig 3b by a solid line in light
blue. For a particular value of ve, the generalised solution is
obtained by shifting the nullspace from origin to the point
representing least norm solution, i.e., J+

e ve. This is depicted
in Fig 3b by the 1D solid dark blue line parallel to the line
representing nullspace (light blue) in Fig 3b. Similarly, for the
secondary task θ̇2, Fig. 3c depicts the LNS space (θ̇ = J+

c θ̇2)
by a 1D line (in red) in R3 which coincides with Y-axis. Null
space of Jc is a 2D plane in R3 and also shown in Fig. 3c by
a light blue plane passing through origin and perpendicular to
Y-axis. The generalized solution to secondary task is depicted



by dark blue plane parallel to null space and passing through
particular solution, J+

c θ̇2.

It is worth noting that the LNS space of the primary
task (Fig. 3b) passes through Y-axis, and is aligned with the
LNS space of the secondary task (Fig. 3c). This makes the
null spaces of the two tasks, and hence their generalized
solutions parallel to each other. In fact, nullspace of the
primary task is a subspace of nullspace of secondary task. Fig
3d depicts this clearly by showing that the vector representing
the intersection of both extends to infinity. This gives rise to
large and fluctuating joint rates. Computationally, the common
solution represented by (3) is ill conditioned at algorithmic
singularity. Such a situation arises only when the LNS spaces
are parallel. Mathematically, the algorithmic singularity is
encountered when the term Jc(In−J+

e Je) is close to being
singular or looses rank even though Je and Jc are full ranked
matrices.

III. REACTIONLESS VISUAL SERVOING WITH
ALGORITHMIC SINGULARITY AVOIDANCE

This section presents switching based path planning ap-
proach for avoiding algorithmic singularities while performing
reactionless visual servoing [14] of a dual-arm space robot
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the dual-arm space robot is required to
perform the primary task of visual servoing and secondary task
of reactionless manipulation. The aim of the proposed method
is to generate sequence of image trajectories Queue that
takes the manipulator to the goal while avoiding algorithmic
singularity. This forms the fundamental contribution of this
work. It may be noted that the entire path planning is carried
out off-line through numerical simulations.

The path planning method involves two phases, Servoing
to Goal Phase and Singularity Avoidance Phase. The planner
starts with the former phase executing task priority visual
servoing, e.g., the one we proposed in [14], with the final goal
image as the desired image. During this phase, images are
generated and added to the sequence Queue at small intervals
of time. A measure µ that aids in detecting algorithmic singu-
larity is tracked. When the measure drops below a certain lower
limit µlower, this indicates reaching the vicinity of algorithmic
singularity.

The planner switches to the second phase running an op-
timization framework to generate further sequence of images.
The generated image trajectories during this phase ensures the
increment of the measure µ. The second phase continues till
the measure of singularity is above a threshold value µupper.
Implementation details of each phase are provided in the
following subsections.

A. Servoing to Goal Phase

In this phase, the robot performs visual servo using goal
image as desired image and corresponding image error is given
by

e = (scurrent − sgoal). (4)

As the robot requires to servo in a reactionless manner, the
primary task of servoing [14] is defined as

J1θ̇ = −λe (5)

where J1 = LSJg is the modified Jacobian, LS is the image
Jacobian, and Jg is the Generalized Jacobian Matrix [8]. Next,
the secondary task of reactionless manipulation [14] is defined
as

Ĩbmθ̇ = 0. (6)

were Ĩbm is the coupling inertia matrix, and Ĩbmθ̇ represents
coupling angular momentum. Next, the joint rates are calcu-
lated by using (3) as

θ̇ = −λJ+
1 e+(Ĩbm(In−J+

1 J1))
+(0− ĨbmJ+

1 (−λe)) (7)

Interestingly, the above equation can also be represented in the
form

θ̇ = −λJre (8)

where Jr = J+
1 + (Ĩbm(In − J+

1 J1))
+ĨbmJ

+
1 . It is worth

noting that (8) represents a novel servoing framework which
takes into account both primary an secondary tasks. After
having solution of θ̇, twist of the base (tb) [14], containing its
linear velocity and Euler angle rates, is obtained. Now, state of
the robot (θ) and base (x) is updated for a small time interval
δt, i.e.,

θnew = θcurrent + θ̇δt (9)

xnew = xcurrent + tbδt (10)

Once θnew and xnew is obtained, an image from the
current state, i.e.,

snew = F(θnew,xnew), (11)

is added to the sequence of images. It is worth noting that F is
the transformation from the state space to the cameras image
space. Throughout this phase, a singularity measure is tracked,
which is defined as [15]

µ =

√
JsJ

T
s ; (12)

where Js = Ĩbm(I − J+
1 J1). This phase continues till µ

drops below the lower limit µlower. Note that Js is function
of system’s states, θ and x.

B. Singularity Avoidance Phase

When µ drops below the lower limit µlower the planner
switches to Singularity Avoidance Phase. This phase essen-
tially creates an intermediate goal image (sint) such a way so
that the robot moves away for the algorithmic singularity. An
optimization framework is used to find sint that maximizes
increase in µ. For this, the objective function is defined as

h = max
sint

(µ2) = max
sint

(JsJ
T
s ). (13)

where sint is design variable for the optimization.

The corresponding new error is defined as

eint = (scurrent − sint). (14)

which forms control input to (8). It may be noted that finding
sint is rather challenging due the fact that (8) is nonholonomic,
and hence, µ2 can not be directly expressed in terms of design



variable sint. In order to find sint which maximizes h, µ2 is
evaluated using the steps shown below:

eint = (scurrent − sint)
θ̇ = −λJreint

θint = θcurrent + θ̇δt

xint = xcurrent + tbδt

µ2 = JsJ
T
s

(15)

It is also important to ensure that the intermediate goal image
is not far away from the current image though in the required
direction. So an inequality constraint is formulated as

‖e‖ < eT (16)

where eT is chosen in such that it reduces state error while
numerical integration, i.e., change in θ is minimized.

The output of optimization is an intermediate desired
image (sint). For the optimized sint, the θint and xint are
the new states of the system, i.e., θcurrent and xcurrent.
Moreover, the image from this state, scurrent is updated as
F(θcurrent,xcurrent) and is added to sequence of images.
The optimization procedure is repeated till µ is above the upper
limit, i.e., µupper, and then, the planner is again switched to
Servo to Goal Phase. Note that optimization is performed us-
ing Matlabs fminsearch function, which is minimum of uncon-
strained multivariable function using derivative-free method.

The planning completes when the image error in Servoing
to Goal Phase reduces to the specified magnitude emax. The
sequence of images obtained during the planning is used by
the robot to visual servo through to move from initial position
to goal position while avoiding algorithmic singularities. The
detailed algorithm is give in Algorithm 1.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We implemented the proposed method on a 6-DOF planar
dual-arm robot mounted on a service satellite as shown in Fig.
4. Each arm comprises of 3 links connected by revolute joints.
Mass of each link is 10kg where as that of satellite is taken
as 500Kg. Base is assumed in the free-floating mode, i.e.,
free to move along X and Y directions and rotate about Z-
axis. Initially, the Center-of-Mass (COM) of the base is at
origin the (0, 0, 0) with zero orientation, whereas the joints
angles are taken as [0 0.51 2.3 3.1 0.26 − 2.8]T rad. Each
arm is provided with a camera on its end-effector, which
provides visual feedback for visual servoing. The object to
be tracked is a point placed at [0.1 3 − 0.1]Tm, and gives
rise to 2 features per camera when projected on to the image
plane. It is worth noting that the modified image Jacobian
J1 ∈ R4×6 has maximum rank equals to 4 which is less
than the number of actuated joints, i.e., 6. Hence, there exits a
nullspace, dimension of which is 2. This is utilized in designing
the secondary task of reactionless manipulation. Note that
the assumption of one point feature per camera is justified
as the robot moves in a plane. Next, systematic numerical
experiments were carried out to demonstrate efficacy of the
proposed approach.

Initially, the robot starts in Servo to Goal phase and
continues till a point where singularity measure µ drops
below µlower. Lower limit in our experiment is chosen to be

Initialization;
State ← Initial state;
Image ← Initial Image;
Create empty queue of images Queue ;
e ← (Current Image − Goal Image);
Add [First image] to Queue;
while ‖e‖ > emax do

θ̇ ← Visual servoing(e) using (08);
State ← Current state using (09-10);
Image ← Current Image using (11) ;
Add Image to Queue ;
Find µ using (12);
if µ < µlower then

while µ < µupper do
Intermed. image ← Run Optimiz. in (13);
Find eint using (14);
θ̇ ← Visual servoing(eint);
State ← Intermed. state using (15);
Image ← Intermed. Image using (15);
Add Image to Queue ;
Find µ using (15);

end
Current Image ← Intermediate image ;

end
e ← (Current Image − Goal Image);

end
Desired path in Image Space ← Image stack;

Algorithm 1: Proposed Switching Path Planning

Fig. 4: Schematic of a dual-arm robotic system

µlower = 100. Fig. 5 shows variation of features in image
plane and µ over the time. It can be seen that after 1.9s, the
µ drops below µlower. As µ is below µlower, the Singularity
Avoidance phase is entered to improve µ back to safety above
upper threshold. Fig. 6 shows the images obtained along this
phase (shown in red) and the plot of µ when the robot servo
through those images. The improvement in the value of µ is
shown in red.

Once µ is over the upper threshold, the simulation resumes
to visual servoing towards the goal. In this particular case, µ
drops below the lower limit one more time calling for Singu-
larity Avoidance phase. Finally, the current image converges to
the desired image. The plots showing µ, and images taken by
camera 1 and 2 for the entire simulation period is presented in
Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows initial and final states of the system. It may
be seen that there is no significant change in the attitude of the
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Fig. 5: Initial phase of Visual serving: (a) Singularity measure
µ; (b) Variation of features for arm-1 and arm-2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Optimization stage 1: (a) Singularity measure µ (b)
Variation of features for arm-1 and arm-2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Optimization stage 2 and visual servoing to the goal:
(a) Singularity measure µ (b) Variation of features for arm-1
and arm-2

Fig. 8: Initial (grey base and grey links) and final(dark base
and dark links) configurations of the manipulator.

base, which prove reactionless manipulation of the dual-arm
robot. It may be noted that when this experiment was carried
out without the proposed path planing framework, simply by
using the standard task priority approach, the simulation failed
after 3s at the occurrence of algorithmic singularity.

Another simulation was run, this time with lower limit and
upper limits decreasing after every cycle. The results are shown
in Fig. 9. After every cycle, the lower and upper limits of µ
were divided with the number of cycles performed. This is
done in order to incorporate goal that actually requires lower
singularity measure to approach. In such a case, putting fixed
limits may take many iterations to reach the goal. But with
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Fig. 9: Optimization stage 2 and visual servoing to the goal:
(a) Singularity measure µ (b) Variation of features for arm-1
and arm-2

decreasing limits, it can be ensured that the robot reaches the
goal quickly after only a few iterations. Several cases in which
manipulator running into algorithmic singularity are simulated
and the proposed method successfully helped in bypassing the
algorithmic singularity and complete visual servoing task. This
proves efficacy of the proposed framework.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel approach of path planning in
image space targeting the problem of algorithmic singularity
for reactionless visual servoing of the redundant space ma-
nipulators. The method generates sequence of images that a
robot can use to servo from the initial position to the final
position. The planning is done in two phases, Servoing to Goal
phase in which the robot advances towards the goal image,
and Singularity Avoidance phase in which an optimization
framework is used to move the robot towards improving
its singularity measure. The planner switches between these
two phases according to the tracked singularity measure, and
completes with Servoing to Goal phase. Finally, the generated
sequence of images is used to servo the robot. The method
has been successfully implemented on a 6-DOF planar dual-
arm space robot to perform reactionless visual servoing with
algorithmic singularity avoidance. The proposed framework is
generic, and applicable to any redundant system that uses task
priority approach.

It may be noted that the two phases in the path planner
work like a switching algorithm which highlights one of the
limitations that the planner can take many cycles to complete
the task successfully. This can happen when the direction of

advancement in Servo to Goal phase and direction of improve-
ment in Singularity Avoidance phase are closely aligned and
in opposite directions. Another limitation is that completion of
the tasks also depends on how the singularity measure limits
are set. Future work would be in lines of improving the over all
performance of the method by improving switching conditions,
and modifying the constraints such that the images towards the
goal are given more weightage in Singularity Avoidance phase.
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